PROGRAM/ EXHIBITION CONVERSATIONS:

Scaling Art & Design in Public Space

Tuesday August 17 from 9am-10.30
Chair: Connie Svabo
Organisers: Eva Knutz & Thomas Markussen

In this new Nordes initiative called Exhibition Conversations, the point of departure will be to discuss some of the urban art and design experiments at the Nordes 2021 Exhibition, which takes place in the city of Kolding. Different aspects of scales will be used to prompt conversations on how urban interventions encourage us to critically reflect upon public space, our co-existence with other people, species and plants.

Participating artists/designers:
Marianna Czwojdrak & Mara Trübenbach / Project: “Motion of Scales”
Leah Ireland / Project: “I AM U”
Ekaterina Feil / Project: “ONE square meter”

Exhibition Conversations are open to unlimited number of participants. Registration is not needed!

This session will link up with the Exhibition Tour that starts out on Monday, August 16 at 19:00, which includes all artists and designers of the Nordes 2021 Exhibition. See also Exhibition Catalogue.